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Welcome to DEJA VU — whatever it is. 
Yesterday I was sitting in a lawnchair on 
the postage stamp lawn beside our rented 
"house" ( apartment behind, antique store 
in front of us) trying to decide how to 
describe this magazine. My own impressions 
of things are not, I've learned, always 
trustworthy. Until I was 34, for instance, 
I believed from watching cartoons that 
ducks had flexible, rubbery bills and was 
shocked when one bit me, with a very hard 
beak at a petting zoo. So I didn't want 
to describe this magazine to you as, say, 
a duck and find out later that your idea 
of a duck is different from mine. ~



Fleur, who’s six, and Tristan, who’s four 
played in the dust at the edge of the 
flowerbed (never mind the sandbox) where 
the last tulips of the year straggled up 
through the weeds. Through the tall but 
threadbare hedge seperating us from Ridge 
Road East came the sound of rush hour 
traffic — an intermittant sussuration, 
like waves on a beach. During the lulls 
I could hear the sparrows carrying on. 
They were out early because the sky to 
the north, over Lake Ontario was darkening 
to storm. A few heavy raindrops rattled 
into the leaves of the big maple tree and 
we ran for the door. I never did decide 
how to describe this thing.

Maybe I'd better leave that to you. 
In part it's a diary/journal/scrapbook. 
In part a toy. A box of crayolas. The 
big one with the gold and copper crayons. 
It's a place to get together and talk, too. 
It’s my belief that we all have interesting 
and worthwhile things to say, in our own 
ways, not ways prescribed by professional 
markets, or some fandom or other, or a 
peer group. And where else, but DEJA VU, 
can — for example — a junior high 
student, a legal editor, several pro comic 
book artists, a chemist for the Detroit 
department of sanitation and a former 
official in the government of Northern 
Ireland get together for a chat?
Things I forgot...Matt Levin's work will 
appear in FRIENDS from Renegade. Tim's 
article is reprint ed from BAFFLEGAB, my 
CLOWN THEORY is from Eric Bentcliffe's 
WALDO. Thanks to Tim and Carol Corrigan 
for donating their typewriter when my 0 
side-kick bit the dust partway through 
this magazine.



TOE CLOW WEOIW
The universe Is full of mysteries and scientists seem 

determined to solve ell the wrong ones. They can tell me 
what the life expectancy of a muon is, how much energy a 
quasar generated two billion years ago and how tall l‘d 
be a second after dipping my toe into the event horizon 
of a black hole, what I'd really like to know is where the 
TV GUIDE has gotten to.

kver since Hemo Erectus grunted, "I know I saw thst 
hand axe next to the bone pile yesterday'1 mankind has been 
bedevilled by inanimate objects that won't stay where they 
belong. Last Saturday 1 played hide and seek with a 
screwdriver. It had to be in the toolbox in the basement 
closet, so, of course, it wasn't. out of the closet came 
winter coats, overshoes, broken mop handles, but no screwdriver, 
when 1 finally trudged upstairs, defeated, dust balls In 
my hair, Kathy said, “1'11 bet Fleur got her little hands 
on your screwdriver."

The little hands theory, which blamed out then three- 
year old daughter, is our own addition to the long line of f 
failed attempts to explain the disappearance of objects that 
show no proclivity towards locomotion except when they're out 
of your sight. During the Middle Ages it was widely assumed, 
for Instance, that lost objects had migrated to the moon 
when nobody was looking. But this Moon Theory, was discredited 
when the Apollo missions failed to discover craters full of 
screwdrivers, hand axes and TV GUIDES.

In fact, most theories have foundered on the evidence. 
1 once leaned toward T^e Paperclip Theory which assumes that 
matter naturally tends to disintigrate into the form of



paperclips. After all, the scissors are never in the drawe 
where you put them, but there are always paperclips, even ? 
though you haven't bought a bo x of paperclips since 1964 
The Paperclip Theory cannot explain, however, why objects te 
to show up again when you no longer need them. nd

As an example, last Tuesday, at b;30, 1 decided to 
undertake a search of the magazine rack for the-TV GUIDE. 
Our magazine rack Is not the -size of, say,- Asia, Oo 1 
figured that if the guide was in the rack my finding it wasn't 
beyond the realm of possibility. The TV GUIDE wasn’t there, 
until 10:01 when it suddenly popped right into view, right ”* 
where I'd already looked, Just in time to inform me that the 
last episode of the fifteen part series I'd been watching had 
aired from 9 until 10. (.Maybe 1 actually saw the tv GUIDE in 
the rack but developed instant amnesia. 1 still haven't ruled 
out The Mesmer Theory which postulates that missing objects 
aren't really missing at all but have the power to cloud men's 
minds.)

Things don't vanish for no reason either. They do it to 
get our goats. Socks are among the worst offenders. if you 
stick six perfectly respectable pairs of socks into a drawer, 
within a week they will have vamoosed leaving you with
eleven unmatched socks, three in bizarre shades of 
orange, the rest variations of charcoal virtually 
indistinguishable from one another in the dim 
incandescent light of- your bedroom but glaringly 
individualistic under the office fluorescents.

when it comes to goat getting though, nothing

puce or

TV GUIDE. 1 always check for It in "the usual place
beats the

on the television set, or in the magazine rack. which la
where it never is. As soon as this well documented 
phenomenon is confirmed the familiar cry rings out.
-Have you seen the TV GUIDE?“

Kathy and I then seek to reconstruct its movements. 
“I'm sure 1 saw it on the kitchen table this morning.4 
'Hut weren't you looking at it in the dining room this 
afternoon?" “Didn't 1 see it upstairs an hour ago?4 
It1s remarkable how agile a collection of printed pages 
can be. Just once I'd like to catch the wretched thing 
skulking aiong the baseboard.

Sometimes as we wander around the house, opening 
cupboards, pulling the cushions off the sofa, peering under 
the cat litter box, 1 experience a sense of unreality. 
Maybe there Is no- such thing as the TV GUIDE, I find 
myself thinking. Maybe it was Just something I dreamed. 
The last time 1 got into this state, 1 accosted Eleur. 
“Did you take the TV GUIDE?4 1 asked, still clinging to
The Little HRnds Theory 

“No," she told me. “Clown took lt.“
What do you mean ‘Clown took it'? What clown?

He took Guib on rockin' horse“ulown In my room
Him ride.“

-Ther 
'"Yeah

n no clown in your room,4 I said uneasily.
Him is. “ she said. There was a faraway look in

her
Bit

three-year old eyes “Him live in my room. Him
on my potty with you scoodriber.h

Hod Serling stepped around the corner and turned 
Kathy. “Doesn't anyone know whore the TV GUIDE is?4 she 

&eZe%jever mind," 1 said. “Some things man was not meant

to know. •*



LETTER 
FROM 
ARGENTINA

Mae 
Strelkov

Last July I came down with a bacterialogical infection — 
pancreatic. And remember, I was then just 69. (i'll he seventy 
this coming July) Time to die, I thought, but I didn't want to 
die in my son Ed's nice car (he and his wife had been here on a 
visit) so I clung to life all the 200 odd kilometers from 
the Palma Sola hospital to the big one in Jujuy town, and by 
then the immediate crisis was over. The heart had stopped trying 
to give out and was struggling along. Though almost unconscious, 
I enjoyed the feeling of again facing that "Moment" when decisions 
are made. (To go on living? To accept the "call"?) It had seemed 
to me a relief. "Nov/ I won't have to study further about the mush
room. I'm being excused". For I was scared re what I might 
yet discover. Instead I had just one decision to make at the 
hospital, "will you fight?" seemed the question. I'd been 
fighting all my life, against all sorts of obsfuscation, injustice, 
spiritual darkness. I was tired. I thought I wanted out. But 
when a priest refused to give absolution to a poor girl in the bed 
next to mine simply because she'd had a baby while unmarried and 
she'd refused to demand that the father (very upset by her illness, 
a nice young lad) marry her. She wasn't going to tie him down. 
The priest was so scornful and rude to her, as I could not help 
but overhear, and he left her unshriven and weeping to "die in her 
sins". I blew up and chattered away to her, reassuring her "Jesus 
was not like that. He stood up for women."

That polarized things at the hospital. All the Catholic patients 
vs the few, very few Protestants. I’d been trying to remain detached 
but from that instant on, the fight was on for me. The reason 
priests here now are like that: they’re embarrassed by the Radicales 
in power, sneering at their Catholic attempts to resist new laws 
like the one granting divorce. The Radicales answer, "Bah, all your 
faithful aren’t even married. Only a few beatas are, and you're 
defending them against all the men's mistresses and commonolaw 
children, that's what."

Well, I got into it "thick" when I returned homa . Daughter 
Sylvia and son Tony thought bible reading in public might wake the 
locals up. They tried one Sunday and along comes the Bishop and a 
bunch of nuns and priests to warn about Masons like us. Oh, bah, 
it’s all blown over. What these folk need are another dozen or 
so incarnations. Karma is the only solution. As for this "born



T woke from the daze.
I labelled myself, not to say

>riest co-Hio
Isyrap3thstically 

friendly type.

• Do the Billy Grahamites even know what the x
^^of’^ter and Spirit". Hal Water. Just baptism/  ̂

nivin-. overwhelming water of creation gushing over one, 
no, the transforming one into part of the flow
through one ° certainty I lay in the Jujuy hospital with

*UU ° ent (scrum flowing into a vein, a pipe into the 
great thr0U.,h a nostril) and beamed my amusement whenever
stomach - Before it was known I'm "Protestant" (a3

— "Nature-lover" or something "worse") 
ready to shrive me. He knelt beside my "dying bed"

I smiled at him sleepily, thinking he was just a 
Didn't catch on at first. "How are you," he asked, 

better. Almost well." (l was on the critical list, might 
aet.in looked very sceptical.) Pour days later I was

St \ te” days ” aU- °"ly ~T lost three or so" kilos, which pleased me, though I did look gaunt 
tThen suddenly the younger doctors arrived grinning. 
"You're we'll’nowi" And off came the needle-in-a-vein 
fall the veins were broken by then anyway) and out came the pipe 
• the nose and in rushed a nurse: "Get dressed quickl We're going 
to take an echogram." (The attempts to X-ray me taken the night 
they’d brought me in, dying, hadn’t turned out at all)

The echorram came out with the news that I was "perfect" inside, 
no-hinr won? with me. The solemn doctors couldn't believe it; 
thev gathered around me grouchily, ordered a whole series of 
tJ* and X-ravs. By the time they'd taken all the tests and X-rays 
+Wav were rrouchier still* . „ „

Not an X-^av came out, no matter which of the batteries of X-ray 
machines they put ne under. Well, the lung X-ray came out perfectly 
clearly, but not my "thorax".. .liver, gall bladder, and so on. 
Chemical analysis had confirmed I'd had a terrible pancrea ic 
attack but I was over that. The heart, they decided, was getting 
old" so I do have to take five pills a week. Also, because I warne 
them I sometimes have asthma, they didn’t dare open me up to take 

a P*My terribly" amused expression foiled them further when they'd 
gather about to poke me and take my pulse. After three week 
they had to let me out and I came back to our lovely wilds and 
have been working ferociously at the studies ever since.

My amusement was because they were stumped. Nobody, norm y 
speaking, could foil all those X-rays or beneath
a perfectly normal seeming midriff. Yet For me?
the clearly defined lungs is a blur. What sor o „J,ater of life" 
I've no doubt now. I asked the good Lor T+,„ wpre for free, 
years ago with nerfect faith and acceptance. tr/the Samaratin
You don’t even have to be a saint. Jesus offered it to 
woman at the well. .. "rnsmic Energy",This is not Christian. In India they’d ^^^J^^ever 
"Prana" coming through. God is more than we 1 , __ surely

happened to be "really" he', not lose than a 
more, far more. But what? I can't say. Not hiiiy of the
"Christ" anyway...noh any Pope'st Theyhave %mmorrentiall A 
Reality fixed in their heads. But the Realiqes0ion" but I 
transforming experience. Christians call i P°^ , . Jesus 
don't accept that in the sense they'd presen Jso real. Stuff^ 
also accused of serving Beelzebub because h "wind a
shirts, plaster images, these absolutely shrm. ■ very idea’
water" of 'Cosmic Truthl They curl up and.strive 0rB -to the 
while singing their hymns and chanting their ne P 
Spirit, piously.

(7}



My young doctor when dismissing me came up with * our 
to show them to me that last day there. He started saying, 
case is unique. There's never been one like it. ■ o 
came out. We gave up trying."

I blushed guiltily and waved the X-rays aside. I on 
understand any of that," I muttered, blushing still more. (.1 
should have been alarmed? proper female reaction. What have 
got inside?" But I knew. By then I was convinced. By all those 
X-rays that came out blank where the belly is...location as per e.us 
of "the well of living waters" he offered for free. Just ask. I 
couldn't stop chuckling deep inside myself. "So what of the echogram. 
"Oh, that came out clearly. You have no gall stones? your pancreas,
is functioning normally again
inside." "So I can be released?"

There’s nothing wrong with you
"Any time you likel" I nearly

yelled "Hoorahl" The doctor then added, "We don't like to let you
go. You’ve 
forever."

But the 
this "devil

made a lot of friends We’d like to keep you here

Catholic faction breathed a 
woman" danced off that same

great sigh of relief when 
evening.

<3^



A DREAM

Tim Corrigan

I =- very into ray dreams. I’m not into any weird 
religious cults or anythin? like that. I just have a lot of 
resnect for ray subconscious. Some of the stuff that bubbles 
~ in ny dreams really surprises me. Sometimes it scares the 
crap cut of me. Images so dark and terrible I will not 
acknowledge them in my waking life, but they’re therel Primal, 
evil stuff. .Anger to the 10th degree. I’m glad I can purge myself 
cf this stuff in my dreams. If some of it ever leaked out into my 
waking life I'd be in a mess of trouble.

Xy subconscious warns me when my life is getting too screwed 
up. When I lose sight of my values, my ol’ subconscious will 
remind me of what’s really important. My subconscious and I are 
old friends and I think I get along better with mine than mos 
people do with theirs. This is because I’m not afraid o w 
lurking down there. I recognize it as part of me, and as ion 
as ray conscious reasoning is in control, ’I’ve nothing o’ 
about. It’s only electrical images and impulses after all. 
What’s to be afraid of? I revel in my nightmares. In my s 
can do all the things I’d like to do to the people I can 
and get away with it. Dreams are really a marvelous life>
pressure valve when you think of it* Anger is i eCa 
so those emotions have to go somewhere, right? toot I

Dot all my dreams are dark. I have some beau don’t
also have a lot of bland, seemingly disjointed ones, GUtconsciouS 
seem to make a lick of sense. I guess those are jus
sorting out and filing the day’s data. ^ut the

Most of my dreams are gone the moment I w tell me
really important ones — the ones that are try n., mem-ber them 
something — I remember clearly. Sometimes I a 3tory Prem^s
long enough to jot them down and maybe use them 
later.



I had a very beautiful dream many years ago that affected me 
so deeply that I remember it with crystal clarity all these years 
later. It went like this: .

I was younger, maybe 11 or 12 years old (I’m 34 no>^)» y 
in my parents’ backyard in safe, secure, suburbia. Suddenly 1 
started to rain, only it wasn't raining water, it was raining 
Unci Every single drop of rain was a different color and as 
they splashed the house and lawn the drops created a constantly 
changing collage of shapes, forms, textures and tones. 
Paintings of incredible beauty and detail began forming themselves 
on the roof. Every second they would change and be replaced by 
something even more staggering. They were paintings of such 
Quality that I could never paint them in my waking life. They 
were coming an going by the thousands in split seconds. Natural y 
I was thunderstruck. I ran into the house and upstairs to my 
room. I grabbed a thick handful of posterboard and ran back out 
into the backyard. I began placing the sheets of posterboard 
around the lawn. The rain would create paintings on them in a spli- 
second and I would scoop them up frantically and take them into 
the garage to dry. In a short time I had hundreds of them in 
the garage, many more than the blank sheets of posterboard I had 
started with.

I’ll remember that dream as long as I live. It told me some hing. 
Tn my subconscious, and in the subconscious of all people 
everywhere, there is a common creative pool we sometimes 
tap into. It contains a creative power so overwhelming 
we'cannot consciously reach it. It is buried too deep vo and 
at all except during the deepest sleep. The thing is - 
my subconscious manufactured literally thousands or paintings that 
rivalled the best of Da Vinci in a matter of minutes. I believe 
this creative pool extends from mind to mind around the worl . 
It exists in all human beings, to the same degree, everywhere

The only difference between us is the degree to 
’are able to tap into that creative force. I will 

never be a Da Vinci. I don’t have the skill or patience. Yet 
the pool from which he drew his inspiration is available to me, to

on earth 
which we

everyone. ~ „
I draw great comfort from this. I embrace the idea of this 

"pool" as being very real. At least there seems to be more truth 
to this than to what those half-baked frog worshippers are 
peddling down on Main Street.

(.10)



MORE THAN M8LT@fJ can
SKEL

* 1,~ ’ ' -—< 7"" ysar» n°t an alcoholic one at any
2".'*. - —-rs seme ’..no might rate that an achievement, but they 
f-Ctixly " realise that it is still wanting nearly two hours
OX nssn on New Tear's day as I write this, and. the only reason I 
dian'o ;cur myself a refreshing glass of ale before I sat down to

no 71
arkl

forgot. Evenso, the pouring of a pint of clean- 
anticipating the sharp, crisp flavour on the palate, 
pv aroma and the visual stimulation of the dark, 
- all this is somehow boldly symbolic after the 
esses of Christmas Past. Dean Aldrich summed up 
out the brew in his "Reasons For Drinking , 
of the seventeeth century.

"If all be

Good wine

' p true that I do think, 
are five reasons we should drini, 

_ a friend - or being dry
Or le3t we should he £ »d h, -
Or any other reason why. _

„lher reason why. Or, 1“^“ ««r
Or any re330ns to indu .

rUnn1”’ ful Oh' f K «*"4drt!”

_.ontrolled ^ ihey Pr0Vlde



been arouni for a long time and the verdict of history seems to 
have gone its way. Perhaps it was even better sunmed up by Edward 
Fitzgerald when he wrote:

"And much as Wine has play'd the Infidel, 
And robb’d me of my Robe of Honour - Well, 
I often wonder what the Vinters buy
One half no precious as the Goods they sell."

One good thing about quotations is that you don't have to feel 
guilty when using them. Quotations you see are really just 
cliches which haven't yet gone down-market, and cliches, as we 
all know, are terribel things. They are to be avoided at all 
costs. Or are they? The Concise Oxford Dictionary is in doubt 
no doubt. U-Cliches? I've shot 'eml11 it seems to say, or as it 
puts it : " Netal cast esp. stereo or electro duplicate". Hang 
on, th^t doesn't sound right, let's look again. Ah yes, it does 
have a secondary meaning, "hackneyed literary phrase”. Of course 
then you have to chase it up throu.-h "hackneyed", just to be on 
the safe side. "Hackney" we find is all about horses of middle 
quality and size, for ordinary riding, hired horses, drudge horses. 
A drudge is defined as a servile worker, and "to drudge" is to 
work slavishly at distasteful work. I think we're getting the 
drift here. A secondary meaning for "hackney" is to make common 
or trite, this latter meaning both commonplace and worn out.

Well, that's one way of defining a word — bombarding it 
from a dictionary. The above paragraoh is a cratered landscape 
reminiscent of a First '..'orld War battleground, and at the bottom 
of every shellhole is a fragment of a cliche. Let us summarise 
what we've learned about cliches — they are phrases that do a lot 
of work; they do this well and become much used, commonplace, 
to such an extent that they get worn out. By this last I assume 
it means the words become incapable of carrying the meaning they 
are suprosed to carry. You start to hear them just as words 
because they have become so commonplace, and they no longer bring 
to your understanding they freight of ideas they once connoted.

Well perhaps, but who actually decides when a useful phrase has 
become a worn out cliche? I suspect that the intelligentsia, the 
literary establishment, are the first to become fed up with a 
phrase and decide that it is now a cliche. The problem is of course 
that they are the people who are writing the definitions, and so 
it becomes cliche. But what of the masses? What of the everyday 
readers? I suspect th,t to them the phrase may well still be 
performing useful work. Thus we have a contradiction in terms — 
cliches which are not worn out.

CH)



"Wanna go there Dad", G3 wcn n„ .
Plastic as robots and conies Hike J °?rittle cracM,

W“'”™ or Wy, „ aUliM.
u nimself d„

"At Christman I no moro desire a r Cried'
Than wish a snow in Pay's n^V °
But like of each thing that in Son

season grows.n

th« * Kas *hinki^ of Christmas and its cliches as I was _nt+.
the Christmas cards. What better prompting, for after 1 ±SUP 
Christmas cards if not little cliches of Christmas? EacJ n m 
esperately trying to embody the very essence of the season in as 
ew square inches as possible (and even feweer than seem possible 1 

some cases). Now, I don't know what you do with your ChrfS car* 
X V °f - Buddies^ or whatever and
cove the lounge doors with them. Well, with three kids all having 
birthdays in December, all the available shelf space and sideboard 
space is already claimed by serried ranks of birthday cards.
Anyway, I was looking at the door into the living room and I noticed 
something that seemed odd to me. On all those cards, of all those 
trite symbols of Christmas, there was only one honest-to-goodness 
Christmas tree. As a symbol of Christmas, the Christmas tree 
appears to be passe. It has become a cliche and has been swept 
aside.

So what are out? symbols of Christmas, I wondered. I did more 
than wonder, I decided to carry out an investigation. I saved 
the cards when it came time to take them down. I figured they 
ought to be a representative sample. I got cards, Cas got cards, 
the kids got cards (kids? Deborah is 20 years old, and Nick 18, 
whilst Bethany is 12). Cards from relatives, cards from friends, 
cards fron neighbors, cards from workmates, and even a couple of 
business cards ■— surely a reasonable basis from which to draw some 
conclusions. And out of about eighty cards, only one Christmas ree. 
So what symbols are deemed appropriate for Christmas present?

There are 4 snowmen, 9 Father Christmases, 7 traditional 
characters (wise men, Shephards, Joseph and Mary eto. - in 
the only duplication we received), 10 Christmas/snow scenes °^1(1iife, 
yesteryear, 2 Christmas puddings, 8 robins, 6 miscellaneous that 
4 Christmas present 13 decorations (6 involving cand e^|initely 
I can’t seem to put into a category, and last, and mos do
least, 1? twee cuddly animals that basically have fuc a an(j get 
with Christmas, and which look like refugees from Bir 
Well Soon cards. There were 14 "funny" cards, of w ic into 
actually were (though neither of the two Garfiel car both
this latter category). There were 2.cards featu rang dove



from of fans as it hanpens — one from Sam and Mary Long and the 
other the by mb traditional ^Wishing you a Merry and Nuclear Free 
Christmas- from Joseph and Judith. Whenever this latter card 
arrives I have this tremendous urge to' ruoh out and scour the shops 
for a Wishing you another free Christinas brought to you by the 
agency of a nuclear standoff which means we’d nuke the bastards 
if they nuked usa. Strangely, such sentiments are not deemed 
in keeping with the Christmas Spirit, which is a pity in a way 
because constant propaganda, or whatever persuasion, gets on my 
tit.

I note inceidentally that when we get cards from Jewish fans 
they are always wishing us a "Hapny Holiday" rather than a "Merry 
Christmas". N w at first this seems perfectly reasonable, on account 
of them not celebrating Christmas...but on closer consideration 
it’s a bit dodgy. It's mo they're sending the card to, and I 
celebrate Christmas (even if only in lay terms). Is there some small 
print on the bottom of the Being Jewish contract that says not only 
dont you get to believe in Christmas, you musn't wish a Merry 
Christmas to those who do? If I wasnt the sort of cheapskate who 
thinks money spent on ’cards is a terrible waste I would have no 
objection to sending "Have a joyous Purim" or "Happy Chanucah , 
or whatever cards to Jewish friends or acquaintances — always 
assuming that I could get hold of the cards and also that I
knew they were Jewish in the first place. The last is unlikley 
because, 03 one who considers religion to be irrelevant I never 
even consider the possibility of my friends being religious, 
never mind them cleaving to any particular religion.

It has always struck me as bizarre that anyone could actually 
believe m a religion. It completely blew me away a few years ago 
when I discovered that my father really did believe in God. 
He always seemed to me to be possessed of typical Yorkshire 
common sense and down-to-ea thness. Drunken down-to-earthness most 
of the time, yes, but no less forthright a wisdom for all that. 
Perhaps, indeed, he was only be.ring out the words of A. E. Houseman 
when he ’..’rote:

"And malt does more than Milton can 
To justify God's ways to man."

Mind you, I reckon 
think these two verses

he was a boozy bugger that Houseman, as I 
from seperate poems make amply evident:

"The troubles of our proud and angry dust
Are from eternity and shall not fail.
Bear them we can, and if we can we must.
Shoulder the sky, my lad, and drink your ale." 

"Oh I have been to Ludlow fair
And I left my necktie God knows where
And carried halfway home or near, 
Pints and quarts of Ludlow beer."

I know precisely how he felt. I’ve lost no end of neckties myself



► In my own personal Christmas I seem to be finally aschewin 
cliche. My own personal cliche at leas^« W, these past two'J 
Christmases Cae and I haven't almost gotten divorced. Thia ig 
new. Every other Christmas, for mumblety-mump yearn, Cas and T 
have nearly gotten divorced. This has always been because wQ 
discovered we had irreconcilable differences....about putting 
the lights on the Christmas tree.

My task, whether or not I decide to accept it, ia to pot the 
Christmas tree and put the lights on. Cas' job is then to do th 
rest of the tree's decoration. Ah, would that it were that si™,! 
Cas has one other function involving this seasonal arboreal evsnte' 
she supervises me putting lights on the tree. Now the sad truth i 
that, in all the years of our marriage I have never yet managed tQS 
put the lights on the tree to Cas’ satisfaction. Every year the 
lights are either a complete disaster or at best "OK, but not as 
good as last year". As I don't particularly want to do the damn 
job in the first place, all this back-seat decorating expertise 
gets right up my nose, and invariably harsh words are exchanged. 
Now, whilst neither of us are worth a fart in a thunderstorm when 
it comes to putting on Christmas tree lights, we are Secret Masters 
of Harsh Words. It is only the sheer ludicrousness of what we've 
been arguing about that has prevented us from getting divorced 
every year sinee nineteen-thingummybob.

This last couple of years though, it just hasn't happened, and 
I think I can claim credit for this fact. Now that I'm pushing 
forty I am displaying a newfound maturity.. .which can also be 
translated into not giving a fuck. "It wants to go up there next 
not down." "Oh really? Certainly dear, is that OK?" Maturity? * 
It's cool man. So we didn't nearly get divorced again this 
Christmas because of my newfound maturity and self-control.

Mind you, we came pretty close shortly afterwards when I, with 
great maturity and self-control, threw the turkey stew all over the 
kitchen cieling, but that's another story. As the Marquis of 
Halifax wrote, back in the seventeenth century:

"Anger is never without an argument, 
But seldom with a good one."

brokeT^erf T3 ^.least one other way in which my Christmas 
from trite tradition, namely in the matter of gifts. Normally, 

136 °L Can tank uP°n receiving bottle upon
miscellaneous bottle of obscurely branded aftershave, the main 
function of which seems to be to ensure that the wearer doesn't 

°w 3 crowded.street. I Bay "the main function" quite 
riftpd*u 6 y ecause 1 did once discover a secondary benefit 
is imnocP°wi + Jeafe^ of these types of aftershave — namely it 
13 impossible to get lost '
This is simply because as in any strange city that has a zoo. 

soon as one draws nigh within a mile



„.lnd of Boot an oafahliabn.no, ovary ““^“’oaa

io =» ^ld». t+ Is then the simplest oi matters to y ---- n»d iooaf. «. -o. *«»< *»• -"d “d 'presto —

one has one's bearings.
Well, I was having none of that cock thia year -— not 

would
if I 
getyear I made up my mind that I .

l» I persuaded Cas and tnecould help it. This 1
at least one present that I really vzanted. _ , T,v(, -been
kids to club topether for something useful, something 1 t
M^ering after for some time, but which I could never s 0 
myself as a personal purchase. I got them to buy me The Oxford 
Dictionary of Quotations".

What do you mean, you'd guessed?

U3>

oafahliabn.no


THE MUNDANE ADVENTURES 
FASHIONED POET.... OLD

Ian shires*
The most commonly asked question I get , „ 

started writing poems?" A good question but0!/^ eot m9 
story. The face-value answer is that after a lon^ lonr
Allan Foe’s "The Raven" I started writing. b t 2dgar 
been a face-value person so I won’t stop'with^ht^ nSVer

It seems that I am afflicted with what i3 co* ’ . 
as a learning disability. All together now: one t Y kn°Wn 
Aww. Yes, I've had my problems with learning. Don't’ th^eo••• 
A lot of misconceptions surround learning diaabiliti Plty me'* 
us are stupid. That's ono big misconception es« None of 

LoWbe C°nsidered LD, 
gets you into the developmentally handicapped range^anOouT < + 
find them writing columns like this. The biggest mystery lies°n * 
in what causes the disorder. It has not been proven to be genetic 
It has not been proven injury related. It is there, it i8 real °* 
and it is devastating to a young child. I remember nothing of ’ 
what has been told to mo of my"happy childhood." Some of my first

one must have average or higher intelligence

coherent thoughts are of my getting in trouble at school for not
gett along with other students. I remember pain, and I remember 

s. In my particular case, there was a chemical imbalance.
in the left 
the side of

side of my brain. For those that don't know, that is 
the brain that stores information and mathematical 
What I had to learn to do was get around the disorder.

Not as easy 
I an in

■because o

write. And I do 
people trying to

as it sounds. Let me set the scenes
last year of Junior High School, no one likes me 

mv attitude — which more and more is changing, and 
whv reoole don’t like me. I cannot read. I cannot 

not understand my problem and that there are

easy situation to bo In. B>« I 
As you can see, not ^n y much, if not more,

. nvself around that year, and Like a j^er
t is possible for a per reading
n? upwards I was. Dur g teachers
+*A_ time I began writing poetry. Then things 

comics. D~-n- least I was reading and going on.
were content, at le understand what wa g
cleared up even more. I Sch00l waa do

1 that I tai «1U £

. I don’t remember thin, ^ right side o vparS.
go a-ay. j- . 
detract at be-t.

catching up as 
band, snap, fl

. not ten - problems,
here were and still are my gpi

bjain’banllos ^eo«U»^i.W
• . a“ t neJ Zdvant^a ’”4

Gives me a di ess and ability gtion at
like to credit m/ t0 the ques j

background I ca^ ^3?" Quite very las
^ed writing word3 and

d°durins

■ -* “■
. mvself

is just fine, go

Having laid this 
hand "What got me 
had nothing rhad f0Und a wo’
year excluded. fullest-
was developing to
mr everything * v j have



poets in 
poets to 
did read 
friends,

It's

that I don’t like to write only for other^
read. Once upon a time, P p in, And that, my
it. It is my crusade to w .q yet to come.

... sv"!.
kind of profit I know. Oh ^ah, above, I am referring
wondering about "the very 1 then. It took most of the
to the fact that I met my d w ,re still together, over a
an.er out Of my poems ^my^eart. t s 
year now (.hi WaDe;;. i —

fcve you ever noticed?.

01 liter 
pru- 
RoaitedA 
Vacunm- 
Pack^d 
Ur ban

Scr^nn,
lA/a + T I £ -

MishrTuf keg 
here! L cand lace.! They 

(Ajan-fc pig-
^e$h i

the cute li'l 
guy on the toa^o?
fna/?htwalloiwS-^Z6^6 ,
head ividh a sti’c? an J thrust 
mfi. into a dirf «wt// ''’’’’/ 
SUin Is di arced and my 
innards are a runny n/h/te 
mass... L Llf£f [T H!

Czo)



-oe,

.e

and I walked into the dimly lit, sticky floored 
.ck and sat down at a back table, near the counter where 
■esses placed their orders. As whenever anybody goes it 
: for the first time, Paul expressed amazement at the tin 

biw tvs on every table, with the Quarter slots so you can 
he late show while eating your pizza. "You guys brought me 
an ana I uian't even know it existed," Paul said, 
the table behind us, a mean looking man chewed the hell 
a pepperoni pizza and glared at a Christmas movie. Elves 
ts danced around his small screen, singing "We need a little 
nsl Hight this very minute! It hasn’t snowed a single 

e’re in a hurry!"Santa a 
tress c

Hi il'

ft e

es dcxn hard

e'er

ane and. took our order. Joe said Quietly after 
; was really gorgeous." I hadn’t even noticed 
'eah, and she’s got really big tits, tool" Joe's 
1 love with every single woman heglanced at 
i my own.
■ typical guy things, vomiting puppies, how to 

The cook came over and leaned on the table, 
telling us the waitress was really upset at 

breasts. We apologized. We got nervous about 
:nded at what we were saying. So we talked a

e S

he room from us asleep on his table.
—a came, and he woke up to pay and take a bite out of a 

x_ece. Then he fell back asleep unto it.
pizza cane: large house special, which is everything 

Z7'Z”*eS’ PlneaPPle and black olives. There was a big pile
but 
of 
certainpink and greasy. We decided there was a

—-cu_i.» ox meat they had to use every week, and since it was Friday 
n*5h.,^ .hey ..ere piling it on. The guy across the room from us 
"5s asleep in his pizza, sauce and congealing sheese 
smearing his face when he stirred.
r a lag in the conversation and eating, Joe fished two

si*r°m his pocket and told Paul to pick out some tunes.
1^? ' °ver ihe juicebox. As he stood and tried to decide

Afternoon Delight" and "Almost Paradise" (l mean the Shack
_ U*a ^‘an^ Williams or Bob Wills and the Texas Playboys, no
1. Policepeople came in and walked behind him to the 

f.ernoon Delight"

timeto get * policeman tapped him on the shoulder, saying "get up, 
polirnwn^ no'‘’ J° gotta go now," etc., while the
Joe said^he t0 the mana^er and got a hox for hi3 piz ‘̂ iter 

he hated to call the police to the Salvation Army Shel



, + vo .*111''! loo arum-4. _ + n Vp nWnV clii 1 ■ ■ * always got beat up on the way o 
pounding the sleeping guy on <■>>’ 

Over By A Sh eggnog
JdtXr medication, wo ?ound her in .............

W"' •>

wh<m
, | . I II ) III

morning." "There wore nix ahHntrnmi Inner*
Paul came back and said

got five of them." Joe and I congrn.u .1 • ljn<J<,r tho
the surreal. Watching the c pc car ghrni tm/m
with the Indians and drunks all watchin; j ot i
novelty tunes playing on the jukebox made ' n.it Lon-'I
if I had had a flag I would have waved it and sum,
anthem. in talking about what th';./ 'As we left, the cops came back in, talking 
going to get on their free pizza. ______

SoMEoNE INA

ON TV THAT HE'S waT^HI^ VJ/rM 
MbH) cant ^f/o she

1^. THEM; he Realises with a jolt 
OF HoR^ VHAT /T^ PoRAF^ SEAR

| KA/oV^ lrv^ SEEN HER

50MEWHE^E ZEToRe . 0Hj

YEAH, ...OH SHIT/
I Don't nnon HER.



MATT LEVIN
roHO, right-on-the-nose prose 
hone the rose, the hose, all ’

I compose (that is, this prosed 
1 repose with those — and before 
of “ohs". I’ll close. re

u to know the weather is your’s, enjoy it 
ot, why not if you're making a nice day’ 
weather is your's -- you're stuck with
make the best of it you can, and if 

in', keep lookin' up and rememberin' those 
Pootndoodoodew, here comes the sun, dootndoo- 
right1" 
weather.
not ever to blame.

weather; it's free, enjoy it, take credit
round and share it. If you 
arrow's another day. 

***
r words; I owe'm my living,

don't like it,

for what would I 
jumble of sounds,■eatest of playthings, the

s I pile on each other like a mad mason 
no lime'’ This isn't rhetorical; I dunno:

;'s for words, especially those in the great
•h my favorite language, being it's wild and 
'as coxually sensual as innuendo in an eye.
i here can be vague as fog. Or Precise. I
-forent tongues’n all of m re this n, J
;-Zl use it, doncha know.
•e still reading these words -- this these^ 
.ere, now,those words you just -- the^ 
it one) and this: if Nifty eh?
likely your language too. Nil y» This’s

■ i y’know. Yup. Says so in this song.
■at would I do without’m?

OUTLAW PALABRAS

run. To north
. r.n+inw forever on the

word of mouth’ it_Sitnclaims e
1,1 ” Tin™ desperado, pal; never c 

Langle in a bnrder-
„rndo, sneaking over ev'ry

ffr cation or sect, it

II tho time. face of the
n - "'‘^"‘V'word of mouth, it's an
wnd wouth, »y

on the run.
xceptions^ sit

H
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BY Eric

My grandfather was quite a hallplayer in his day. Or 
so it was said when I was a kid. My Uncle Ben, who I was 
afraid of on account of his glass eye, used to tell me the 
stories.

"There wasn't a better pitcher in the whole Back Mountain 
then your Grandad," he’d say, when my grandmother had left 
the living room. "And when he wasn’t pitching he caught. 
Had an arm like a rifle, your Grandad did. And tough? 
hvery time we played in Fernbrook there was a brawl ’after

”7’’ He’d fix „ith hia
"Tht Jere a toS 6 V1' Btared off Into the past( 
t>>a„7.2 a . 2 T”?: h„t no one „as
Charly ?^UplOy,!r the ^’t fighter too.

"«« "s’ 1'!‘5end- Har4 evidence
t0 of tossing

” .f Ty Cobh;

(2M)



the headset. Then he added, pointing to a socket next t0 
red light, "Just don’t plug into that’un. That’s the hoe & 
home phone." 0Qa

The chilling realization that a slip of the hand might 
bring to life one of those baleful board room faces made th 
game all the better, 6

My grandfather won his fight, lasting at that job 
the requisite five years, though at the end he limped home 
half crippled with arthritis and an ulcerated leg that ’ 
never did heal. My parents urged him to collect "unemployme 
For a few weeks they helped him into the car and drove him n ' 
downtown to the unemployment office. At last he refused t 
go. He was too proud to steal.

"I oughtn’t tell anybody I’m looking for work. I can't 
work a lick and anybody can see it." He took off his hat and 
didn't put it back on.

I remember him building me a tree house and the yearly 
"corn hut" made from shocks of corn lashed onto a wood 
frame with a spongey floor of pine needles. There was ' 
the giant rutabaga he borrowed a neighbor's garden tractor to 
pull out — to impress me with its size — and the times 
he'd take my brother and me down to'the cellar to roast hot 
dogs over the embers of the coal stove. But we never played 
ball, and he never talked about it.

My Uncle Ben told me how my grandfather had once driven 
to Philadelphia just to see Pepper Martin — the feisty 
reckless third basemen of the St Louis ’Gas House Gang" who 
ray grandfather admired more than any other player. I never 
asked my grandfather about that, or about his own playing days

By the time I'd gotten really interested in baseball my 
grandfather was gone. He was still working at the phone 
company when he climbed a ladder, to get at the fat, Bartlet 
pears that only grew in the upper branches of the pear tree. 
He fell, broke ribs and was never right afterwards.

he used to take his bat and mitt out of the hot, wasp 
haunted dark of the barn on summer days. I could hardly lift 
the bat, let alone swing it. We kept it for times we needed 
a 'big hit". There seemed, to us kids, to be something 
magical aoout a bat that had existed in the days of Babe Ruth. 
And, oddly, thotigh we shattered innumerable bats on our old, 
sodden, heavy baseballs, we never broke my grandfather's bat.

I still remember the best hit I ever got. John kept 
throwing the ball harder and somehow I got the barrel of my 
grandfather’s bat out in time. I can feel tho old hickory 
telling my hands it'd caught the ball just right. It 
was a rising line shot. It was still rising when it clipped 
the top of the pear tree, where the Bartlets grew, and 
dropped to the lawn in a shower of twigs. If it had just 
cleared that limb it would've gone all the way into the 
oackyards of the houses along Clause Street or as far as 
I wanted to imagine.

I wish I’d seen some of the shots my grandfather must've 
hit with that bat in his day, They say he was quite a 
ballplayer,

C27)



. . BTn HAND FOK OOF .^.g HAVE A BIG hmiv

folks all contributed ?Td£ t the poke and I 

really appreciate their 
confidence.

SKEL
■ps'Bowland Close 
Offerton, Stockport 
Cheshire SK2 5NW
ENGLAND
When he isn’t analysing 
eyatems (or whatever it is 
3yStems analysts do brewing 
his own ale, bicycling through 
the English countryside or 
building rabbit hutches, Skel 
is busy writing better, and more 
articles for sf fanzines than 
anyone else. His humor and 
sharp insights are unsurpassed. 
"More Than Milton Can" is the 
first installment of a column 
he intends to be interactive.
So I'll be immediately passing 
along to him any pertinant 
comments, you want to make.

MAE STRELKOV
Estafeta Postal
4501 Palma Sola 
Jujuy 
Argentina

A missionaries' daughter, 
born in China, Mae has spent 
most of her life in South 
America. She has published 
fanzines by such esoteric 
means as hectograph and 
postcard mimeo. For years 
she has conducted a monumental 
study of ancient symbols which 
resonant throughout the 
world's languages. You'll be 
seeing some of that material 
here. (Some forms the basis 
°f KI','ANNI - DAUGHTER OF THE 
DAWN due this fall from C&T 
Graphics) Presently with 

usband Vadim, son Tony and 
daughter Sylvia, she is 
eveloping a tree farm in the 

mountains near Bolivia.



^5 WilCox st 
Rochester NY
14607

Eclipse, if

cover, a story by 
bend for it.
Corrigan, due

Tim is head of c&T Gm u- 
many other thiv. Graphics whinw

ppearmg ln his Own cc-m t m 3 w°rk iq <PL°SlOU 
comic's HEROTr j line and = i 13 e,ven ’

- aw^^T^****The other half Of comics 0+ coM1Cs
P^^^ion is REcSsi^g^* Oarol's newest0^

500 and a st^^Caro^i^^ 

m September.) currently workin- on' «n a nQH
Half of the GROGGY COMICS team in
guess. She has two 25d minis’-, 3ase you couldn't 

mini done in colla-e and tiott f + vaitable - DANDY 
? 5aid - hut she dial Sona “ ™,4

IAN M # 2' iU

17914 N Inlet Drive A sman presg dynamOj Ian,g DIHSS

-.a)
and a stamp each.

believe her

■'a

the above at 25c

RANDY REUS
9412 Huron Ave
Richmond
VA 23229

RICHARD BERG BRO:
Box 5969
Old San Juan

00905

fandpm’s "best ever 
$25.

College student and small press* most famous 
produce clerk, Randy has published under the 
Elegia Press imprint hilarious titles like 
SNAPSHOTS, PARTY GUIDE, STRANGERS and DEMON CHILD. 
Each 250 and a stamp.

Richard's last address was "The Dakota". In the 
interests of space it's just as well he doesn't 
want his achievements listed. In the 60s he 
published the sf fanzine WARHOON which was 
recently revived — one issue being the 600+ page 
Willish — the writings of Walt Willis — sf 

writer. Probably still available, hardbound, for

98 Beynon Court 
Midvale
UT 84047

I'm sure Lori must be plotting a publication. She s 
shared with me her encyclopaedic knowledge 0 max 
art, rubber stamp art and other fascinating , 
mail networks. Another artist with chil ren.

0— of "Loving

Stoneham MA 02180

baby in 3 wks11I"

JAY FARBER
626 Paddock La 
Libertyville 
IL 60048

matt levin 
44 Lincoln 
Northampton 
MA 01060

writing. Send a

That was more than 3 weeks ago....

Matt is the creator of WALKING MAN are highly 
stories told with rubber*^^13 about nature

.............................. -



COLIN UPTON
6424 Chester 
Vancouver BC 
V5W 3C3 
CANADA

WAYNE HONATH 
332 Atlanta 
Pittsburgh
PA 15228-1125

a stamp for
LUKE MCGUFF 
Box 3680 
Minneapolis 
MN 55403

a

I can't begin to list Colin's comics. The two 
characters in Deja Vu were drawn from his collections 
of character studies REAL RU3BIE but he also puts ou 
great slice of life FAMOUS BUS RIDES and his Ned 
has appeared in GIANT SIZE MINIS. Send him a buck 
for a sampling, and a catalog.
Wayne's No Way Comix are real works or art, always 
unpredictable. GHOULMIRE features rock related 
humor; Howie is another alumni of GIANT SIZi MI.JIo, 
for jazz fans Wayne has, for $1 a set of Louis 
Jordan Memorial postcards. Send 31 for a sample 

catalog.
Luke told me a long time ago there was more out ™ere 

zine — see LIVE FROM THE STAGGER CAFi (ol). Next 
issue you can catch me frothing at the mouth about 
politics.

THINK OF IT, 
ELLEN — A 
WORLD FULL 

OF WORMS/

r THAT
WOULD BE 

WONDERFUL
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JOHN LENNON'S NOSE
Study lor a woodblock by Jay Harber

Deia Vu <£>-987 by Eric Mayer 
returned to contributors


